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Introduction
SoDAA Center promotes community engagement. This app is designed for 
NDSU’s School of Design, Art and Architecture to provide its associates 
with customizable updates on community news and upcoming events.





User Research



User Interview
● Six participants, one SoDAA faculty and 5 students.
● 1. Do you know what the SoDAA community is?

2. What does your involvement in the SoDAA community consist of right 
now? 
3. What is your reasoning for your level of involvement?
4. How connected do you feel with the rest of the SoDAA community?
5. What types of activities/events interest you enough to pursue 
involvement? 
6. How do you feel about newsletters?
7. What information would you want to see on this Newsletter app of 
SoDAA community?
8. Do you have anything further you would like to add?



Affinity Diagram
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Personas
Common Goals

● Find a quick way to see news about campus.

● Find a way to be more involved with people that 
have the same interests as themselves.

● Have an easy way to communicate with students, 
staff, and people involved with campus life.

Common Frustrations

● Looking through campus news takes a long time.

● Trying to figure out where events are.

● Never hears about opportunities going on that 
they might be interested in.

● Newsletters clutter up their inbox and make it 
hard to filter through all of them.



User Stories
Name: Maria Alva
As a NDSU professor in design,
I want to get a clear school schedule directly into my calendar, 
so that I can save a lot of time from checking all the emails and adding them into my calendar 
separately by myself.

Name: Hunter Kroft
As a career-driven student,
I want to be informed about networking and skill building opportunities
So that I can be in the best position to get hired out of college.

Name: Jim Williams
As a NDSU student in design,
I want to find a way to get information I need quickly, 
so that I can be more connected with my school community.



User Journey Maps
Maria Alva



User Journey Maps
Hunter Kroft



User Journey Maps
Jim Williams



Ideation



Ideation: App Features
According to our research, the following are the features that would be 
valuable to the users of our app:

- Concise information
- Customizable notifications for upcoming events
- News according to the user’s interests
- Easy registration for events and addition to user’s schedule



Ideation
User Flow: Maria
User problem:
Maria is a NDSU professor in design
who needs a clear school schedule directly into her 
calendar
because she doesn’t want to spend a lot of time checking 
all the emails and adding them into the calendar 
separately by herself

Goal Statement:
Our Newsletter app will let users get a clear school 
schedule directly into the calendar which will affect 
professors and students in SoDAA by allowing them to 
click a button to export the schedule directly to the 
calendar. We will measure effectiveness by analyzing the 
users’ satisfaction after using the app.



Ideation
User Flow: Hunter
User Problem:
Hunter is a career-driven student who needs to stay 
informed about networking and skill building 
opportunities at college because he wants to be 
maximally hirable out of college.

Goal Statement
Our Newsletter app will let users search and filter 
upcoming school events to match their interests which will 
affect career-driven students by allowing them to find 
networking and skill building opportunities. We will 
measure effectiveness by analyzing the users’ satisfaction 
after using the app.
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Ideation
User Flow: Jim
User problem:
Jim is a NDSU student in design
who needs to get the information he need quickly
because he wants to be more connected with his school 
community

Goal Statement:
Our Newsletter app will let users find NDSU events which 
will affect how the students and faculty interact with 
SoDAA by giving them information about when events are 
held. We will measure effectiveness by analyzing event 
attendance.
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Ideation: Storyboards











Ideation: Information Architecture



Ideation: Wireframes









Prototype and Testing



Low-fidelity prototype





Prototype Testing
Task Testing
- Create a new account and login
- Change your password in your profile page
- Change your notification and settings in this app
- Check your schedule to see what you have happening on Saturday, February 23rd.
- Delete the SoDAA Kickback event on February 23rd from your schedule
- Read the latest newsletter
- Filter event categories for upcoming Networking events
- Add the “Meet the Faculty” event to your schedule

6 participants

Problems：

- Two of the participants had a little trouble with the notifications in settings.
- Two of the participants were confused about the three lines on the top left of the home screen because it’s not 

functional.
- One of the participants did not successfully figure out how to filter event categories.



Visual Design
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Visual Design

https://xd.adobe.com/view/09412697-9b68-4b04-afa6-7b5c9a9270ba-5c12/

https://xd.adobe.com/view/09412697-9b68-4b04-afa6-7b5c9a9270ba-5c12/

